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FOREWARD 

There are different types of Repertories in 
HOMOEOPATHIC literature based on different 
principles. More and more complicated, computer 
aided one are finding in the market these days. 
Many of th.6m are difficult and cumbersome for 
easy comprehension for a busy practitioners and 
Beginers. 

HATTA's pocket repertory is yet another addi-
tion on the same topic. In this work, he has made 
attempt to correct and modify some difficulties, experi-
enced in certain bigger work. The advantage in 
this repretory is, it is sample and comprehensive. 

DR. B.C. Roy 
DMS (Cal.) D.F. Horn (Lond.) 
Senior Homoeopathic Physician 

Central Govt. Health Scheme Delhi. 
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HATTA POCKET REPERTORY A 

Critical   Review 

I have gone through the manuscript of 'HATTA1 

POCKET REPERTORY. So many pocket repertories are 
available in Homoeopathic World, but in this repertory, he has 
made attempt to introduce simple method, with ' MIASMATIC 
INDICATION'of each rubric, which will help physician to know 
predisposing or back - ground: causes of ailments, and able to 
prescribe anti-miasmatic remedy for ailments. 

Hatta's method is to arrive at a remedy on the basis of 
"ESSENTIALS". This is mostly useful for bed-side prescription. 

Homoeopathic prescription centers rounds the 
symptomotology and success of one physician depends upon 
his ability to select the same in a most reliable manner. 
Prescription should be based on : 
(a)Causes prescription and predisposing: 
(b) Modalities 
(c) Deviation from physiological function and appetite, desire, 
sleep and sex. 
Construction of Pocket Repertory 

Physician must know construction of the repertory 
Hatta"s Pocket Repertory has three chapter. 
(i) Generalities 

(ii) Mental Generals 

(iii) Modalities; Aggravation, Amelioration. 
Choice of rubric are made on the bases of location, 

sensation and modalities. 
Pocket Rubrics are arrange alphabetically. 
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Example Rubric      Reference    Miasm         Remedies 

Card        to Hatta key (most 
No. card indicated) 

repertory 
ABDO    alive: 1 : Ps   :        CROC 
MEN      sensation THUJA 

I trust that Physician and students will find this pocket 
repertory useful in day to day to practice. 

Author has already compiled CARD REPERTORY 
which is an unique work in the field of card repertories; which 
is easily under standable and operateable .Even laymen can 
use and will prove its usefulness for all homoeopathic lover. 

DR ESWARA DAS 
DHMS Dip.NIH (Cal.) 

DHA-(DELHI) 
Homoeopathic Physician Central Govt. 

Health Scheme, Delhi. 
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